
 

Thankyou ma’am for making our kids   to 

learn about our Lord Shri Ram in so 

short. Anaysha enjoyed and learn about 

characters in Ramayana.This shows great 

efforts of your side for making so simple 

for children to learn and having interest in 

Ramayana. 

Thanks again Mam 

Anaysha PSA 

Dear Ma'am 

Ramayana episodes session were really very 

great and exciting we enjoyed to the fullest. 

School management and efforts of all teachers 

looked amazing. Heartiest congratulations to 

principal ma’am, organisers and all teachers for 

conducting such a fabulous and memorable 

festive session. I really like the creativity of the 

school. We are proud to be a part of Bal 

Bharati Public School, Noida. Well done and 

highly appreciated!!!!! 

Vihaan S. Jagota PSB 

The puppets were so lively, that children 

were attracted to watching them and this 

helped them understand our values and 

culture ,in a simple way.  We sincerely 

appreciate the efforts by the entire team 

of Bal Bharati. 

Nia Tripathi PSC 
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I would like to appreciate and thanks to each 

and every staff behind these wonderful episodes 

of Ramayana. My son enjoyed watching it and it 

also developed curiosity in him from the very 

first episode regarding each and all characters 

and stories been shown. I must say all efforts 

taken by teachers were fruitful in organising this 

event. By showing in the form of puppet and 

melodious songs really made it interesting for 

the kids to watch and understand the story well. 

Feel proud and happy that school is taking full 

efforts to make children understand the 

importance of each and every festival especially 

during these pandemic days        

Kiaan Nair PS D 

Presented to perfection with precise movements 

of puppets by the staff and hardworking teachers 

of BBPS Noida, brought to life glimpses of epic 

Ramayana from ‘Sita haran to Ravana vadh’. All 

students thoroughly enjoyed watching it. It was a 

feast for the eyes where mythological characters 

were brought to life through puppets.Kudos to 

everyone who put in efforts to make this show a 

grand success!!! Specially our very own Manju 

Ma'am. You are truly gifted teacher. 

Anaya Yadav PS E 

The idea of performing Ramayana 

through Puppetry was very unique and 

innovative...moreover the execution 

was phenomenal. Thankyou dear 

teachers for all the efforts to make kids 

understand the importance of 

Ramayana            

Vidushi Saxena  

PS F 



 Aarna enjoyed it and learnt many 

things about the Ramayan teachers 

made easy to understand, the Ramayan 

through this creative show. Thank u so 

much mam it was excellent and great 

efforts by teachers and staff. 

Thankyou ma’am 

P/O Aarna Sharma PP A 

It’s a Fabulous play. Not only kids 

even we all enjoying it. It’s a superb 

way to teach kids, about roots of our 

culture. Your Team’s hardwork and 

enthusiasm is commendable. Hattsoff 

to the team and Thanks a lot for this 

wonderful activity.      

P/O Advik Dhawan PPB 

Ramayan puppet show was really good. 

Chaitanya really enjoyed entire show. Such 

shows will bring Chaitanya closer to his roots 

and traditions. He also learnt about the values 

and teachings of Lord Ram. Thank you for a 

job well done. Jai Shree Ram       

Chaitanya Krishna Jha PP C 

Wow mam. This Ramayana Session 

was so entertaining.  Team Bal Bharati 

has done a great job.  

Again we feel that we have taken right 

decision in school selection as there is 

holistic development of child, be it 

cultural values, patriotism or extra -

curricular activities. 

P/O 

Keshav Sharma 

PP D 



 

Depiction of Ramayan in the form of 

puppetry was very child friendly.  

Kids thoroughly enjoyed watching it. 

 Mythological characters brought to life 

was a feast to the eyes for not only kids 

but the entire family. 

From - Aryaman Singh, PPE 

Watching today's episode of Ramayana was 

probably the best way to start this pious 

festival of belief and power. It was the best 

possible way to acquaint our kids with moral 

values the Ramayana offers. Watching our 

kids performing in the show was another 

reason to love this.  

We all (everyone in my family) watched this 

episode together. The chanting of shlokas 

and dohas from Ramayana was performed 

beautifully and it created a wonderful and 

magical atmosphere all around my house. 

Thanks to the teachers, students, principal 

ma'am and all the performers who 

contributed in this. 

Regards, 

Arti Singh 

Mother of Raghav Singh, PP-F 


